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Last b. I was so happy when i seen this movie
finally released after such a long wait. I was so

excited that i actually couldnt stand it when you
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definatly deserves it. Then I Downloaded the movie

on my Phone and was really very Impressed
because I had only seen the Hindi dubbed version
of the movie previously. This movie has a great
story line and the actor Ambika also has great

performance. I really liked this movie (full movie).
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the movie begins with the tattoo master, a yakuza
henchman, being chased by the ninja. he goes to

the police to report his robbery, but they don't
believe him. there is a good amount of action in

this movie. some of the scenes are very
suspenseful and the hero fights with the bad guy.
the next scene is when the yakuza henchman is

caught by the ninja. the ninja quickly makes salsa
of his body. ninja assassin. the next scene is a fight
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between the good guys and the bad guys. the bad
guys are escaping from the police and they are

surrounded. the good guys are fighting them off.
the good guys find their plan of running away. the
bad guys are constantly finding a way to escape.
the bad guys are fighting the good guys, but the

good guys are gaining the advantage. the bad guys
are forced to fight the good guys because the

police are about to catch them. the good guys find
a way to defeat the bad guys. ninja assassin. the
next scene is when the good guys are fighting the
bad guys. the bad guys are fighting the good guys.

the bad guys are defeated. the good guys are
victorious. the bad guys are forced to fight the

good guys. the good guys find a way to defeat the
bad guys. ninja assassin. from the minds of ryuhei
kitamura and hiroshi hirano, the cult hit of the psp
becomes an entry in the ninja gaiden saga on the
xbox 360 and playstation 3. the game introduces
new gameplay elements never before seen in the
franchise, such as a ninja's stealth abilities and his
offensive and defensive moves. but the action is
enhanced by new visuals, an updated version of
the ninja gaiden engine, and the game's most

realistic weapon play to date. 5ec8ef588b
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